Intercontinental spread of a highly transmissible clone of Pseudomonas cepacia proved by multilocus enzyme electrophoresis and ribotyping
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Ten years ago a Canadian report drew attention to Pseudomonas cepacia as an emerging pathogen among cystic fibrosis (CF) patients (1). It is now well recognized that P cepacia can be a significant pathogen in some CF patients with respiratory colonization or infection and may be associated with higher morbidity and mortality (2,3). Although nosocomial infections have been reported and are usually attributed to contaminated aqueous and disinfectant solutions, P cepacia is rarely found in environmental clinical settings. This is in marked contrast to the reservoirs of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which can include sinks, nebulizing equipment, plastic tubing and other common hospital sites. Available data strongly suggest that the CF patient infected with P cepacia is the major source of infection for other CF patients (4), and there are observations that cross-infection with P cepacia in nosocomial situations occurred in CF patients in both the United States (5,6) and the United Kingdom (7). Additionally, Govan et al (8) recently concluded that social contact between CF patients and an infected person can pose a significant risk of infection.

To understand better the routes of transmission for P cepacia, laboratory analysis of pulmonary isolates must encompass typing methods that are sensitive, discriminatory and reproducible. Unfortunately, phenotypic variability has been a hallmark of P cepacia, and methods relying on phenotype do not provide the degree of assurance required to fulfill our epidemiological goals. Genotypic characterization of P cepacia is preferable in that variable expression of phenotype is avoided and, to date, ribotyping has been the most useful and is the current reference ‘standard’ in view of its reproducibility and discriminatory power (9). None of these methods has adequately assessed the degree of genetic biodiversity among strains and, indeed, the important question of whether some isolates are inherently more virulent than others remains unaddressed.

Two pieces of evidence are highly suggestive that some strains of P cepacia may have enhanced virulence. First, there is a wide variation in prevalence and incidence of P cepacia infection observed among CF patients in the clinics of North America and Europe, which seems unlikely to be due entirely to different clinical practices. Second, a recent report by Govan et al (8) documents the emergence and spread by social contact of a highly transmissible ‘epidemic’ strain within and between CF clinics.

To establish whether particular strains were unique to any geographic area or had a higher prevalence or adverse outcome, we recently analyzed genetic relationships among 83 isolates of P cepacia from widely divergent geographic areas (10). Multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MLEE) and ribotyping were used to characterize these strains and, although most were isolated from CF patients, a number from non-CF nosocomial infections and reference environmental sources were included in our analysis for comparative pur-
poses. Twenty enzyme electrophoretic types (ETs) were determined, of which one clone, ET12, was associated with six of nine ribotype strains said to be geographically representative of the United Kingdom. All of the Ontario isolates tested from CF patients also belonged to ET12. Clone ET12 was not found among isolates from nosocomial infections in Ontario or environmental strains and was never found in CF isolates from British Columbia, Nova Scotia or a large centre in the eastern United States. Ribotypes of individual isolates did not cluster geographically as did the ET signatures, as noted above, and frequently ribotypes occurred in more than a single ET. Single ETs usually contained several ribotypes unless associated with a point source outbreak. Dendrographic analysis grouped those strains from CF patients, nosocomial outbreaks and environmental sources into separate ET families, and diversity analysis indicated that, with the exception of ET17, CF isolates clustered in unique and closely related ETs different from those from nosocomial and environmental sources.

This study has also shown the potential of MLEE to follow the intercontinental spread of P. cepacia strains in CF patients. The United Kingdom 'epidemic' is anecdotally linked to a Canadian summer camp, and our analysis has shown many of the strains in the United Kingdom and Ontario to be of the same electrophoretic type. Additional investigation will be required to establish the initial date and direction of spread of P. cepacia (ET12) between the United Kingdom and Ontario. These circumstances suggest that camps undertaken by CF patients in regions far removed from their own communities may represent a risk for infection with different P. cepacia strains. Whether this intercontinental ET12 clone, which now predominates in the United Kingdom and Ontario, has more than normal virulence to CF patients is uncertain, but it can be assumed to be highly transmissible and infectious.

A statement from the Medical/Scientific Advisory Committee of the Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundation concerning the epidemiology of P. cepacia in CF appeared in 1993 in this journal (2). This article summarizes the current state of knowledge and clinical concern about P. cepacia pulmonary infections in CF patients and describes a Canadian initiative to establish a central repository of P. cepacia isolates from CF patients across Canada. This collection, created by voluntary collaboration, will be essential if the many unanswered questions relating to the epidemiology of P. cepacia are to be successfully addressed.

Although several genotypic methods have been assessed using collections of P. cepacia, MLEE in our hands has proved to be the most robust and informative typing method available to assess the geographic diversity of P. cepacia. Other genotypic techniques that may be descriptive of patient origin include total genomic restriction digest analysis of large or small fragments, classical ribotyping, probe hybridization and nucleotide sequence analysis of portions of the genome. All of these methods have technological advantages or disadvantages, and they have demonstrated sufficient reproducibility to be considered reference genotypic procedures and have established diagnostic merits.

Techniques that have been described for P. cepacia and have not yet been validated in studies with adequate scope or about which anecdotal reports in the negative are accumulating, include polymerase chain reaction or 'PCR-ribotyping' (11) and arbitrarily primed amplification fingerprinting (AP-PCR) (12) or RAPD for 'random amplification of polymorphic DNA'. The latter uses short, random single primers in a PCR to generate genomic fingerprints.

The term 'PCR ribotyping' is in itself somewhat misleading in that this technique consists of amplification of the 16S-23S rDNA internal transcribed spacer region using conserved primers. Most strains of P. cepacia have multiple spacers that are said to vary in length sufficiently to provide an analysis based on length polymorphisms. We failed to observe adequate amplification length polymorphisms in our study of 83 strains to be enthusiastic about the potential of this technique as a suitable alternative or replacement for classical ribotyping.

From our experience at LCDC with arbitrarily primed PCR fingerprinting of P. cepacia, we must agree emphatically with the recent statement by Saunders that "The major drawback of RAPD is its apparent lack of reproducibility as judged by the difficulties experienced by the CPHL (Central Public Health Laboratory) groups who have tried to apply it" (13). We observed variation in both the intensities and numbers of detectable amplification products when a wide range of random decamers was used as primers, either alone or in combination.

Laboratory evidence confirming person-to-person spread of P. cepacia between CF patients has been primarily based on ribotype data (7-9). Results of our studies suggest that ribotype does indeed reflect an individual strain signature that is valuable for analyzing suspected epidemiological linkages in a setting of the individual clinic or episodes of social contact. Our MLEE data suggest that some clones predominate in wide geographic areas and that some of these may have higher prevalence and mortality. Yet to be determined is whether a higher risk with P. cepacia pulmonary infections in CF patients or a more morbid outcome may be limited to only a few electrophoretic types. These speculations may be confirmed by studies using the repository of strains being collected in Canada under the auspices of the Canadian Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.

In conclusion, development and implementation of discriminatory laboratory typing schemes for P. cepacia based on both multilocus electrophoretic type and classical ribotype should lead to the development of meaningful preventive strategies conducive to the best possible quality of life for CF patients.
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